
The Museum of London’s yearlong season,
City Now City Future, climaxes with the London
Visions exhibition, which offers a “creative,
fantastical hypothetical scenario of what might
happen to London in the future,” explains curator
Foteini Aravani.

Featuring a diverse range of artwork from around
the world, including film, architectural designs,
digital images and a walkthrough of a video
game, the display forms the narrative of “an
exaggerated reality. No one can predict what’s
to come exactly, so the best thing we can do is
inflate things that are happening now and project
them into the future.”

That future, believes Foteini, has never felt
closer than it does today. “It used to be that 30,
40 years ahead meant science fiction – people
thought we’d be commuting by spaceship!
Current visions are much closer to what we’re
already living.”

In a welcome change, it’s far from dystopian.
“The exhibition is juxtaposed with all those dark,
despairing stories. The research we’ve done
shows the future is just another chapter
in our reality, so it’s about looking at what might
change and how we’ll adapt to it.”

That includes climate change, with Squint/Opera
envisioning a flooded London in 2090
as a “tranquil utopia”, while SURE Architecture
has designed an endless skyscraper that
could house all of London while spiralling
infinitely upwards.

Surveillance is sometimes viewed in negative
terms, with half a million CCTV cameras on our

capital’s streets, but film In the Robot Skies,
directed by speculative architect Liam Young
and written by author Tim Maughan, is a humane
love story shot through drones on autopilot.

Lawrence Lek’s video game offers a searching
critique of a hip start-up company whose
perks disguise the fact that they’re expecting
employees to work more – like a holiday
e-voucher that lets you go anywhere in the
world, but only through a computer.

Meanwhile, Alan Marshall’s book Ecotopia 2121
sees pensioners taking to the streets with their
grandchildren, locking themselves in the Tower
of London, and creating a self-sufficient
eco village.

“Although these are exaggerated ideas, we will
need to become more creative in our approach,”
notes Foteini. “More than half of the world’s
population lives in cities, and that number is
projected to be 70% by 2050.

“Change is hard – we’re used to a certain way
of life, of working, eating, growing our food.
So inspiration from artists, architects and
filmmakers might be a good method to trigger
that dialogue and start to tell our city’s story
in a new way.”

LONDON VISIONS
UNTIL APRIL 15

Museum of London, Southwark EC2Y
Free entry
www.museumoflondon.org.uk
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PORTRAIT OF AN ARTIST

Lawrence Lek’s ‘Play Station’

Paul Cézanne’s work is celebrated in this major
international exhibition, which brings together over
50 of his portraits from collections around the
world. Key subjects include Cézanne himself, his
wife, his Uncle Dominique, and his final portraits
of the gardener Vallier, who helped in his studio
at Les Lauves, Aix-en-Provence.

The collection demonstrates the French Post-
Impressionist’s revolutionary approach to colour,
form, perspective and nature – all of which
influenced successive movements, including the
Cubists, Fauvists and other avant-garde artists
– and his uncanny ability to capture a sitter’s
force of personality, which blazes through via his
carefully observed construction and innovative
experimentation.

CÉZANNE PORTRAITS
UNTIL FEBRUARY 11, 2018
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Adults £18, under-12s free

SURE Architecture’s ‘Endless City’ Squint/Opera’s ‘Flooded London’

Delve into the wonderful world of the
Ancient Greek gods and goddesses, as
presented in contemporary fashion by
Stephen Fry. Mythos (hardback £20, Kindle
£9.99) covers everything from Persephone’s
abduction by Hades to the birth of Athena,
Pandora opening her jar of torments,
Prometheus’s fate, or Artemis cajoling gifts
out of Zeus – all told with Fry’s distinctive
wit and compassion.

Or, if you’re already feeling lost in Oscars
conversations, podcast episodes of BBC

Radio 5 programme Kermode and Mayo’s
Film Review. The knowledgeable duo spend
an hour discussing the week’s most notable
releases, plus there’s interviews with cast
and creatives, and the much-admired
Kermode rants about weaker fare. You’ve
still got plenty of time to catch up on Oscar-
bait movies – get the best tips here.

HHooww aarree yyoouu lliivveenniinngg uupp yyoouurr ccoommmmuuttee??
Let us know via Twitter @Move_To
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